Extension Rings

Extension Rings are used to adapt 18" and 20" Wabash, A, C or X Covers to fit 24", 30" or 36" meter pits.

Monitor Covers

Monitor Covers are for use where a large lid opening is desired. An optional inner lid provides added frost protection. The Monitor Cover may be used in light traffic areas (driveways) when supplied with optional heavy duty lids.

Elevator Rings

Elevator Rings are used to raise 11½" diameter lids. They may be stacked for a desired height.

Round Pit Ring and Lid

The Round Pit Ring and Lid has a 26" flanged ring and a 20" lid. The depth of the ring is 3". The standard lid is for use in non-traffic areas. Heavier lids are available for use in driveways and other light traffic areas.
**Double Lid Covers**

Double Lid Covers provide greater frost protection for meters than Single Lid Covers. The lids are inset for sidewalk settings. Inner lids are plastic in 11½" size.

**Type A Single Lid Cover**

Lids are inset to allow for flush installations in sidewalks or lawns. This cast iron cover is 4" high.

**Type C Single Lid Covers**

This overlapping style lid is primarily for installation in lawns.

**Type X Single Lid Covers**

This overlapping style lid has a specially designed hinge to support the lid when open. The lid is removable.

**Wabash Double Lid Cover**

Double Lid Covers provide greater frost protection for meters than Single Lid Covers. The lids are inset for sidewalk settings. Inner lids are plastic in 11½" size.
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